
FUJIFILM's F inePix XP70 
is the per fect camera companion
....indoors and out ! 

With its 4 way proof, it will thrive in watery environments, 
take a hit or two, freeze your memories in time 
without freezing up all while keeping its 
internal components safe in its tough enclosed body! 
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Original "one touch" wireless transfer 
to your smartphone or PC lets you share 
high image quality on the spot.



“Action camera” mode is perfect for recording footage 

whilst enjoying outdoor sports. Movies can be recorded 

whilst your hands are full by fixing the camera to your body 

or sports equipment. What’ s more when using the 

18mm** wide-angle lens converter (Action Camera 

Lens***), extra dynamic footage can also be captured. In 

“action camera” mode, the LCD monitor automatically 

turns off when you start to shoot movies, thereby 

supporting energy-saving shooting.

**35mm format equivalent.
***Sold separately.

Charac te r i zed  by  h igh -speed 

processing, the CMOS sensor 

empowers continuous shooting at 

up to 10 frames/sec. (max. 10 

frames) or ultra-high-speed bursts at 

a maximum 60 frames/sec. (max. 70 

frames*). A dedicated "Burst mode 

button" lets you instantly switch into 

continuous shooting mode, making 

i t  easy  to  capture  exac t l y  the  

moment or expression that you're 

shooting for.
*16:9 S size only.

The bright, clear LCD monitor is treated with anti-reflective coating to ensure excellent 

visibility, even in bright sunlight. LCD monitor brightness is automatically adjusted in 

response to lighting conditions to maintain optimal visibility and prevent unnecessary 

battery drain.
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For more information, please visit our Website:

http://www.fujifilm.com/products/digital_cameras/xp/finepix_xp70/ 

Burst mode button makes sure 
you capture the action.

New Action camera mode that 
allows you to shoot
action packed movies! 

Bright and Clear LCD with 
an Anti-Reflective Coating.

Watch
Sample Movies( )

Burst Mode Button

FinePix XP70 Conventional digital camera

・Mounting on a camera yields

  a field of view equivalent to 18mm*4.

・Recommended for realistic movies.

*4 35mm format equivalent.

Action Camera Lens
ACL-XP70
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